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ABSTRACT 

In recent years, a number of European cities have found themselves in the middle of a debate 
over the role that tourism plays in their historic urban centers. As a \·ital part of the economy 
and an important factor in cultural exchange, tourism has widely been seen as a desirable 
industry and many cities have invested greatly to attract it. Howen:r, recent innovations in 
the industry have led tourists to Hock to historic urban centers in greater numbers than cit} 
infrastructure and resources can accommodate. The tight spatial conllgurations of historic 
urban centers were not designed to take in millwns of tourists a year, but tourists continue 
to visit in order to experience a "unique" and "authentic" heritage in our globalized society. 
As residents and local businesses are forced out of historic urban centers due to increasing 
costs, international and corporate businesses replace the true city with imagined "realities" 
and globalized standards that retain little of the original identity and n1lture of the space. 
Residents who do stay arc forced to live in a space with an increasing number of temporary 
neighbors and a decreasing number of services catered to-wards their daily needs. The 

� � 

opposing lifestyles of working residents and \'acationing tourists further exacerbates the 
problem not only are spaces overcrowded, but tourists use them in completely different 
ways. Cities have begun to approach the problem with policy, marketing, and technology, 
but architecture and urban planning's role in the solution has been underexplorcd in both 
solutions and the discourse. Because mass tourism is a spatial problem, it is critical that 
these discourses are involved in an interdisciplinary approach to the issue at hand. 

Thesis Statement: The root of the problem with tourism is that two different users 
(visitors and residents) with different needs are occupying the same space. Architectural 
recomposition of this shared space can not only case tensions between ttiem, but create an 
environment for posith·e relationships and productive exchange of culture. 
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A BRIEF HISTORY 

OF URBAN TOURISM 

[THE FOUNDATIONS OF URBAN TOURISM] 

Curiosity has long encouraged humanity to trek to the ends of 
the earth, in search of something new and unique, different to the 
mundane of daily life. Since ci,·ilization began, people have been 
tra\'eling to urban centers to exchange goods, cultures, and ideas. 

Trade and diplomacy were the primary reasons for these first forms 
of travel'. However, as trade brought legends of exotic cultures 
and impressive landmarks from far away countries, those with the 
capabilities began to travel to disco\'er these places for themselves. 
Ancient Greek writings from Herodotus imply that Egyptians often 
traveled to Athens to sec the Acropolis, and Greeks visited Egypt 
to sec the Great Pyramids1

• These travels were focused on visiting 
historic places within and nearby urban centers of civilization, many 
of them the same architectural wonders we travel to today. However, 
the number of tra\'ders "a,; limited, so destinations didn't develop 
accommodations or additional services for these visitors. In addition 
to viewing architectural landmarks, Ancient Greeks also traveled 
for religious pilgrimages, the Olympic Games, and to see Greek 
Tragedies at theatres 1

. Ancient Rome contmucd to enjoy journeys 
of the same nature, but it also birthed the first tourism industr); 
visitors purchased sou\'enirs, guidebooks, and accommodations 
while traveling to cities throughout the expansive Roman Empirc4

• 

The extent of the highly networked Empire allowed visitors to travel 
from remote areas safoly and enjoy a varict y of travel opportunities. 
However, when the Roman Empire foll in 476 C.E, the centuries 
long tradition of leisure travel fell with it. Other than the rare (and 
dangerous) pilgrimage some Romans made to Jerusalem, vovagcs 

� � ., ... 

were solely made out of necessity�. 
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The Landing of Sir John Bull and His 
Family at Boulougne Sur Mer." 
James Gillray I 179 
Boulougne sur mer was the first stop on 
the Grand Tour, where travelers would 
arrive after crossing the English Channel 
This cartoon depicts the large amount of 
support that would accompany the young 
men on the journey. 
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The decline of the Middle Ages further restricted and fragmented 
leisure travel, and the long journt:ysAncient Romans enjoyed became 
almost impossible until the Renaissance .. During this period, travel 
continui:d in the form of the religious pilgrimage within Europe, 
n-ow to the Vatican and other religious sites within cities such as
Santiago de Compostda and Canterbury rather than Jerusalem".

·iowards the end of the I 6th century, a new form of secular
pilgrimage arose: The Grand ·four. This travel was for the k+mrc
and education of the British elite: young males would embark on
a journey to sec classical architecture and heritage across Europe,
focusing on Italy but also making stops in France and Greet:c. They
\'isitccl many of today's popular urban tourbt destinations for the
same reasons we do today: va�t cultural capital and impre�Si\'e
historic monuments. Local archill'Oure was a large part of the
studil's undertaken, meaning historic urban centers were once again
destinations lc)r the world's elite. Sou\"enir� made a reappearance in
thb era as\\ ell, and guidebooks \\ere es�ential to itinerar) planning.
r-.fan) ol the tra\"clcrs woul<l eH.'n ha,e a personal guide acLompany
them on their journeys

Innovations in tran'iportat1011 in the early 19th century made tourism 
more aLt:essihlc, though it \\ a.� still largely limited to the upper da�$. 
During this ccntur�-, a number of archaeological discoveric� and the 
corn,truction of national monuments, such as the Eiffel ·1ciwer and 
Statue of Liberty, created nC\\ attractions for a growing number 
of vi,iton;'. International fairs also attracted \'isitors to cities for 
exchanges of innO\ation and culture. This boom continued into 
the early 20th ccntlll') with the e-xpansion of the railroad and the 
invention of car,. 



[THE RISE OF MASS URBAN TOURISM] 

The World Wars slowed the industry down for a short tim�, but the 
innovation in transportation technologies made during this period 
changed tourism forc\'er. In the 19SOs, commercial aircrafts and 
higher disposable incomes led to an explosion in the number of 
people who could afford to travel. In the ,econd half of the 20th 
century, an unprecedented number of people went on vacation, 
and an unprecedented number of people realised they could make 
money in the tourism industry. Hotels, tourism offices, ,·isitor 
centers, and souvenir .�hops sprung up across the globe in response 
to the booming tourism industry. 

Globalization and a standardi:r.ation of services led \'isitors to 
seek an experience unique to their own daily lives. Many cities 
took advantage of the cultural lure of historic urban centers and 
began restoring old buildings and even constructing new ones in 
historic styles. Rather than promoting national pride through the 
construction ol' monuments and public works, t:ountries began 
building allractions as a way to exploit their national heritage. Some 
cities even attempted to fabricate a national heritage that may have 
never exii-ted''. llnttl this era, many historic urban centers were 
home to the working class and minority groups, but in order to 
cater to middle class tourists seeking an escape from everyday life, 
governments and investors turned them into fantasy landscapes that 
resembled pristine theme parks more than lived in neighborhoods. 

[URBAN TOURISM IN THE 21ST CENTURY] 

Growth in the tourism industry increased exponentially into the 
21st century, spurred to e\'en greater heights by the arriYal of the 
internet. This made information about travel even more accessible 
than before and contributed to an increasing sense of globalization, 
encouraging the search for even more unique spaces. 

The internet also changed the way the tourism econotn)' f unc.tions. 
Rather than hooking private tra,·cl through a tra,·el agency, 
Airbnb and Uber allow tourists to reserve accommodations and 
transpor tation on their smart phones, and low-cost airlines like 

Austrian Travel Agency by Hans H::,:lein 
A prime eKample of the architectural work 
put iJ\lo the tourism industry during the 
second half of the 20th century; Austrian 
Hollein's Travel Agency radiates luxury 
and alludes to the palm trees of far-away 
destinations 
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Wo, d -o, ris OrJanizat;on 
Number of overnight arrivals worldwide. 
Numbers are counted per destination. 
and cruise ship visitors and daytrippers 
are not induded in these numbers. 
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Ryanair provide flights at accessible prices. Different from traditional 
and established airlines and hotel chains, these services provide 
visitors with more options for travel, but have also contributed new 
forms of unregulated growth to the tourism industry. 

In 2016, 1.2 billion international tourist arrivals occurred. 

The follo·wing year, massive anti-tourism sentiments erupted 
throughout historic urban centers in Europe, including Amsterdam, 
Barcelona, and Venice. Protests, graffiti, posters, and even violent 
confrontations marked growing concerns ahoul tourism's impact 
on these cities and their resident 10• The campaigns sparked an 
international <.:onvcrsation that led to the word "ovcrtourism" being 
added to the dictionary1 1

• Cities are quickly responding to the debate 
with a variety of strategics in policy, regulation, and marketing to 
try to keep tourism under control. 

However, tourism 11111nlwrs an' st ill expected to grow well through 
20m, and tod,1y, tourism contributes to on:r 10° 0 of the world's 
GDP' 1• Mo:-.t of the l'.itics where protest,; occurred rely on tourism 
to support the local economy, so trying to rt•strict it can have its 
own ,;L•t ol problems in the form ol lost johs and revenue. Because 
the)' arc already at carrying l'apacity, these cities,, ill need to rethink 
how :-paLCS in the city arc compo,ed in order to continue to reap 
the hcn4.:fib of tourism without further e�calating conflict between 
residents and the industrv. 
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DEFINING THE 

PROBLEMS 

"A good simrle for modern tourism would be that of a 
household frre. When the fire is contained and managed 
wrthm the hearth rt offers beauty and comfort to the 
household. When ,t runs out of contrul rt can destroy the 
very household it was designed to support. ,,. 

--Peter Murphy/ Tourism: A Community Approach 

Today, the tourism industry is one of the largest and fastest growing 
industries in the world, outranking automobile products and 
food as an international export category''. Different from other 
industries, tourism is diverse and do1::s not rely on a single product 
or resource, but a conglomeration of scr\'ices and physical products 
that intersect many other industries. While tourism's main product 
is a consumable image, it relics on various networks such as food � 
scrvin·�, guided tours, infrastructural updates, accommodatiom, 
and hundreds of other players to sell this image �. Each of these 
smaller industries operate on multiple scales, ranging from a single 
independent street vendor to international hotel chains or som·enir 
manufacturers. This means that tourism is both an industry that a 
wide array of people can pro flt from, but also one that affects a wide 
array of people who may or may not have a voice. 

·tourism in historic urban centers is not, in itself, a bad thing. The
chief of the United Nations WorldTourism Organization, lalcb Rifai,
stated in a 2016 interview that "tourism is bringing tremendous
benefits to communities, economics and societics 1

;." The bcnelhs
that tourism offers should not be ignored and should be discussed
alongside the conflicts it creates in order to optimize solutions that
create realistic outcomes.
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The rdationship that has evolved between visitors and residents is an 

incredibly complex and dynamic one that varies from place to place. 

Each historic urban center has its own spatial past and present, and 

the way that residents and tourists intcrac.:t with these spaces varies 

based on many factors including culture, age, gender, social class, 

and even time of year16
. Understanding how these factors affect 

interactions with and within the space of historic urban centers is 

key in predicting and prc,cnting connicts that could arise between 

diverse user groups. 

Additionally, although an individual or group of people may view 

a certain aspect of the tourism industry as the main cause of' their 

discontent, it is worth noting that none of these aspect~ operate 

independent!), Thb discussion will distill these perceived issues 

into categories for exploration of their impacts and what strategies 

might be implemented to maintain them, but the lin6 as to where 

one end-; and another begins is highly blurred and should be treated 



{TOURISM GENTRIFICATION & THE URBAN ECONOMY] 
The touri5m industry provides economic opportunity for man~· 

communities that otherwise lack natural resources or the money to 

invest in other sectors17
. Although there are international corporate 

players receiving huge profits from the industry, profits are not 

limited to the upper class. Marginalized and lower-class communities 

can also benefit greatly from the industry. Money spent by foreign 

tourists within a neighborhood or district brings more economic 

benefit than the reshuffling of money spent by local customers 1~. 

Through taxes, this income can even be redistributed to those not 

direct I) earning benefits from tourism 19
• Where a shopkeeper may 

see immediate protlt from a growing number of daily customers, a 

schoolteacher may find higher classroom funding or cleaner public 

transit on the way to work. Additionally, some industries can also 

bcncllt indirectly from the tourism industry. Construction workers 

may have more job opportunities as more hotels must be built, 

restauranb may need more waiters to accommodate longer wait 

lists, and a furniture shop may receive an order for several hun<ln:d 

hotel bed<;. 

Although the tourism industry can greatly bolster the economy 

of urban historic centers, economic success can also lead to the 

dcstruc,tion of the local. economy. Local businesses are often priced 

out of their own neighborhoods or forced to cater to tourists in 

order to compete with internationally-run restaurant chain~ and 

souvenir shops10
. This is the beginning of a process called tourism 

9cntr!ftcation. 

Different from traditional gcntrilkation, which begins with 

residential displacement due to increasing rent costs, tourism 

gentrification typically begins with commercial displacement. Thi:, 

commercial displacement then leads to displacement pressure, defined 

hy Augustin Cocola-Gant as "a lack of affordable facilities and the 

destruction of social networks suffered hy residents during and 

after the transformation of the neighborhoods where they live' 1
". 

The reawns for displacement pressure, as this definition suggests, 

arc not purely economic, but also based on the social identity and 
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PEUAT Aiun tement de Barcelona 12018 
Barcelonas Tourist Accommodation Plan, 
show ng the different zones of where 
tourist accommodations can be built Area 
1 ,ncludes the historic urban center as well 
as the Barceloneta and older parts of the 
Eixample 

age by Author I Locations of hotels 
and typical tourist attractions within the 
Barri Gotic of Barcelona the city's oldest 
neighborhood. There are an additional 
8 913 beds available via A rbnb within the 
ei .. tat Vella as a whole' (the Barn Golie 
the Born, and the Raval are the three 
ne·ghborhoods that make up the historic 
urban center called C•utat Vella). 
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culture of place. When local businesses are replaced ,vith tourist 

oriented businesses, residents have to go further distances to 

access the sen·ices thev need, such as grocery stores, laundromats, - ~ , 

and daycare facilitie . Having these kinds of ser\'ices within dose 

proximity is also important for the formation of social networks as 

well as for creating an equitable city22
. Eventually, these displacement 

pre~~ures lead residents to mo\'e, which makes it c\'en harder for 

local businesses to sun·ivc and further perpetuates the cycle. 

In recent years, however, the arri\'al of Airbnb and other apartment 

sharing platforms has caused a hike in residential rental prices on top 

ofclisplacemcnt pres:-ures. In 2016, there were4,721 Airhnb listings 

within the Ciutat Vella, the historic urban center of Barcelona, but 

only 17,000 residents H .'4. Rent jumped an average of 23% in the 

same yearH. Additionally, because of apartment sharing services like 

Airbnb, tourists arc now staying in periphery residential zones of 

historic urban centers that until recently saw very few tourist~u,_ 

This rapid increase in residential rental prices over a short period 

of time has transformed tourism gentrification into a process more 

similar to traditional gcntriflcation. 



Luckily, many cities arc beginning to address issues with short-term 

apartment sharing in historic urban centers. Amsterdam has begun 

working with Airbnb to enforce ne,\ policies which only allow each 

apartment posted to be rented for 60 days a year and require the 

collection of nightly tourist taxcs27
. In Barcelona, it's illegal for an 

indiYidual to run more than one shared apartment, and new licenses 

for both hotels and shared apartments are prohibited in the most 

inundated parts of the city28
• 

In 2017, Amsterdam also enacted nc,, policies about tourist . 

oriented businesses within the historic center. A series of new rules 

restricts certain commercial businesses from opening up within the 

Single Canal district, such as bike rentals, "nutclla shops", and ice 

cream parlors1
''. Laws such as these will be imperative to prevent 

displacement pressure in historic urban centers, but banning ne\\ 

accommodations and tourist shops will not be enough. While 

commercial and residential rent prices arc a huge part of the 

problem that can be alleviated by policy changes, they arc part of a 

larger system that will require a comprehensive and interdisciplinar)' 

approach to solve. 

Vale ie Dejong 2014 
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[OVERCROWDING & SPACE IN 
HISTORIC URBAN CENTERS] 

"Let's face 1t· overtourrsm 1s a form of pollut1on, both 
soc,al and environmental. In the same way that we have to 
reconsider attitudes to a factory that may be good for the 
economy, but 1s pouring p n rsons rnto a rrver; we need to 
rethrnk ways in which tourism rs managed and how we, as 
tourists, behave " 

-Rodney Bolt3° 

When commercial airlines made travel acce<.siblc and easy for the 

masses, many cities sa\\ an untapped opportunity to exploit what 

at the time seemed like a renC\\ able resource tourism. In order 

to compete with other destinations, focus \\ a<. on the growth and 

promotion of tourism rather than 11rst establishing systems to 

regulate it 11
. 

In or<lcr to a\lract and ac:commodate growing numbers of visitors, 

many cities use inn>1ne from tourist taxes to update infrastructure 

and ncatc more parb and public spaces. Cities also uhcn 

implement programs an<l direct runding towards keeping streets 

clean, increasmg public tran~it sdwdules, and designing streets that 

arc more pedestrian-friendly. Such updates improve the city for all 

of its u~ers, not just touri;,;tsJ! . 

Unfortunately, tourism numbers ha,e increased fa~ter than cities 

have been able to keep up. Waiting in lines or standing in crowds 

around popular attractions is an all-too-familiar sight. lc>Urist 

destination~ an: often filled with trash from take-awav meals and 

used tickets, and side\\ alb are impassable during peak tourist 

season. The unique spatial conditions of historic urban centers 

make them particularly at risk for issues that overtourism can spark. 

Because of their narrow streets and compact urban fabric, historic 

urban centers C'-pcricnce denser traffic than destinations with wider 

boulevards and ll.'ss-concentratcd populations. 



Image by Author I A section through Carrer D'Avinyo, a standard-sized street in the Barri 
G6tic of Barcelona, compared to a section through Carre, Mallorca in the somewhat 
newer Eixample District. The section of Carrer O' Avinyo is much more restricted and 
amplifies any amount of additional automobile or pedestnan traffic, whereas there is 
space for Carrer Mallorca to handle a higher capacity. 

(),·er tourism has gotten so out of hand that many dties have more 

visitors per year than residents who live there. Historic urban 

centers disproportionately receive these visitors compared to tohcr 

neighborhoods. A poll taken showed that in Barcelona's Ciutat 

Vella, over 50% of pedestrians in the street were foreign visitors 11
• 

Dubrovnik is attempting to limit the number of daily guests 

admitted into the historic city walls from the current 8,000 per 

day to 4,000 per da/4
• Although these numbers seem negligible, a 

few thousand extra visitors can really have an impact in a city with 

a total population of only 43,000. Venice's struggle is even worse

the islands receive over 20 million visitors per year despite having 

a population of only 55,000". Venice has explored a variety of 

options for controlling overcrowding, including putting up fences 

to separate tourists, charging entry into the island, and setting up 

tourist checkpoints at major thoroughfares, hut the majority of 

these solutions have been met with opposition from residents, who 

view them as ways of turning the city into a theme park 16
. 

BARCELONA 11,600,000 

ttttttt 
AMSTERDAM 1822.000 

tttttttttt 
VENICE [ 265,000 

tttttttttt 
ttttttttt 
DUBROVNIK 43,000 

tttttttttt 
tttttttttt 
ttttt 
SANTORINI I 15,500 

tttttttttt 
tttttttttt 
tttttttttt 
tttttttttt 
tttt 

Image By Author Ra~o of res dents to 
number of overn ght VlSitors in various 
European cities Note that day tripper$, 
nduding cruise sh'p arrivals, are not 
nduded The populations shown are for 

the entire c,ty, not JUSt the h,stonc urban 
center. 
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Cruise ships arc an additional stre!:>S on already m·ercrowded citie~. 

Thousands of \isitors can disembark at the same time, flooding the 

area adpcent to the port. Tlus can be especially difficult for smaller 

coastal cities, but even Amsterdam and Barcelona struggle to 

accommodate the sudden traffic 17
. Ports arc often located adjacent 

to or nearby historic urban centers, making them particularly 

susceptible to the traffic. In response, both Venice and Amsterdam 

are looking to move where cruise ships dock, and Dubrovnik is 

limiting the number of cruise arri,•als is. 

O,·ercrowding doesn't only affect resident:;, but visitors as well. 

Visitors often experience overcrowding negati\·ely. A 2015 poll of 

tourists in Amsterdam found that 24% found a distasteful amount 

of traffic, and 18°0 found m•ercrowding to be detrimental to their 

experienre ' i. However, visitors haYe a higher tolerance for crowds 

than resident,;;, due to the expectation that attractions will be 

popular. 

rhcrc arc multiple wa)'S to approach m·e1-crowding l'rom a spatial 

standpoint, <kpending on the urban fabric of the de~tination. 

Concentration and dispersion arc two oppo~ing , olutions, but 

depending on the way~ that the tourism industr~· manifests itsdl' 

in the built ell\ironmcnt, either can be cffectin·1'' . In the ca5c 

of historic urban centers, i~sues typically ari~c from ns1tors 

being too concentrated to a single di.~tri<.·t and it-; immecliatdy 

adjacent periphery. This forces residents to intera<.t "ith a deme 

and permanently transient population while going through their 

everyday li\'es. This is cspedally problematic considering current 

trends of tourism. Visitors seek to see bcvond a scriei, of attractions 

and prefer to have "authentic" experiences, viewing themselves as 

"temporary residents" rather than tourists~". Now, tourists Hood 

residential and commerual streets rather than staying in the areas 

where attractions arc located. Dispersing tourist~ throughout a 

~inglc neighborhood that lacb the capacity for them i.; ind'fccthe, 

but dispersing them throughout the city can hring economic 

opportunit~ to other neighborhoods \vithout m cnvhclming a single 

location. 



The city of Amsterdam released a new strategic plan for tackling 

tourism in 2016 which focuses on the dispersal of visitors from the 

historic urban center. While traditional policy changes make up the 

bulk of their strategic plan, the city also explores creative ·ways that 

new technology can be used to promote destinations outside of the 

city center. A smart phone app suggests tourists visit destinations 

during off-times and allows them to buy tickets in advance to 

prevent nowding around ticket stands. It also suggests destinations 

in periphery zones of the city and its greater metropolitan area. 

The cilv is looking into integrating AI technology to scan Facebook 
,I 6...; Ii,;: .; ... 

profiles to help cater these suggestions to individuals' personal 

interests. Additionally, the app provides information on using 

the public transit system to ease acces~ to these outer zones and 

reduce taxi and private car use, which increase traffic. The city is 

also working to expand regional transit to make outer zones of the 

city more accessible. Another strategy that the city has employed i~ 

the creation of a city tourist card, which co,·ers the cost of' public 

transit and many attractions, including both those frequently 

visited and others that the city is trying to promote.These cards arc 

tracked vvhcn used for public transit and admission, allowing the 

city government to analyze tourism trends throughout the <.ity and 

understand the effectiveness of these new approaches~' . 

The concentration of tourists can also be effecti\'e when large parts 

of the historic center arc va<:ant. Previously industrial cities, like 

Manchester, have used tourism as a way to re\"italize distric,ts of 

the city that were abandoned without direc.ting masshe volumes 

of tourists into occupied residential areasH. Limiting tourist 

activities to one zone allows residential neighborhoods of historic, 

urban centers to maintain local businesses and social networks 

while also providing tourist accommodations that bring foreign 

monev into the citvH. However, care must be taken to ensure that , , 

these concentrated zones don't expand beyond their designated 

houndarics and into residential neighborhoods nearby. 
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Image by Author I The above image is a 
visualization of perceived crowding, The 
darker circles, representing the visitors, 
appear to be denser when they have a 
higher contrast to the residents 
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While the concentration and dispersion of tourists can be effective 

in mitigating conflicts due to overcrowding, in order to successfully 

implement these approachc~, one must understand the carrying 

capacity of the historic urban center. At ,.,,hat point does the number 

of tourists in a space begin to cause the destruction of the physical, 

economic, and socio cultural enYironments of the historic urban 

ccnter44 r The carrying capacity is not a simple number that can 

easily be calculated and applied to every historic urban center, but 

a question that must be deeply interrogated in each one. Carrying 

capacity is not only related lo the density of tourists within a space, 

but also related to who the tourists are, how the,· arc interacting , ~ 

with the space, and how this relates to the cultural traditions and 

actn-ities of residents within the same space+>. A person is less 

likely to perceive a crowd when the crowd is using the space in 

the same way they arc using it41
'. If that person is trying to shop 

for grocerie;., twent) people who arc stopping to take pictures will 

seem a larger number of people than l',\'Cnty people who arc also 

-;hopping for groceries. Therdcire , man~ of the rnnlliLts attributed 

to ovcrcruwdin~ arc not necessarily cau:-ed lw the number of tourist~ 
~ • ✓ 

present, hut also to cultural c,pectation, that influence how thc., e 

tourist:, use the space. 

Unfortunately, the tourism mdustry ha,; mi~guidcd , isilors about 

th~ proper use of some of thcsl' :i.paces. Vi~itors often come "ith 

different expectations about the proper use or beha, ior within a 

space, largely due lo the way that the industry has presented it. 

Therefore, m order to approach cwcrcrov,,dmg, visitor cxpedations 

must be addressed in addition to purely spatial issues. 





Newly arrived and totally ignorant o f the Levan tine languages, Marco Polo could 
express himself only with gestures, leaps. wes of wonder and horror, animal 
barkrngs or hootings, , >r with ob;ects he took from his knapsacks ... but, obscure or 
obvious as it might be, everything Marco displayed had the power of emblems, 
which, once seen, cannot be forgotten or confused. 

As the seasons pass· ,d and hrs m1ss1ons contrnued. Marco mastered the Tartar 
language and the national id1,)ms and tribal d1ale ts. Now his accounts were 
·he most precise and detarled that the Great Khan could wish and there was no 
ques~ion or curiosity whi1..h they drd not satisfy. And yet ea<.:h piece of information 
about a place recalled to the emperor's mind that first gesture or ob;ect w;th 
which Marco had designated the place. The new fact received a meaning from 
that emblem and also added to the emblem a new meaning 

-ltalo Calvrno, Invisible Cities 



[MANUFACTURED HERITAGE & THE FALSE IMAGE] 
An image is a powerful thing, and it is the product that the tourism 

industry sells. An escape; a getaway; an ad\'enture. The city its 

history, its built form, its language, its traditions, its people is 

packaged up as a commodity ready to be consumed. 

·fourism of ancient times relied on these images the Great 

Pyramids of Giza evoked an image great enough to drive visitors to 

make dangerous and difficult journeys in order to stand before their 

immcnsity4'. The canals of Venice have been depicted an infinite 

number of times by an infinite number of authors and artists. ·1oday, 

we flock to these places based on centuries-old images in the hopes 

that we too can experience what it was like to be the first adventurer 

to lay eyes on these legendary places. 

The exchange of culture and ideas has pushed progress; it creates 

intangible connections between people of different backgrounds. 

When cultural exchange is managed properly and occurs in a 

productive space, it can help the visitor understand the culture they 

arc guest to while also giving the resident a sense of pride about 

their hcritagc4
K. However, capitalism relics on the construction of 

difference, and in the universal economy, culture is increasingly 

being used as a way to identify and categorize differences4
~. In a 

world where politicians use ideas of "otherness" to divide and 

com1uer, exposure to other cultures can tear down walls that are 

often built on the fear of those who are different. 

Globalization has had a unique effect in both standardizing the 

,vorld and fragmenting it. As communities become more globally 

homogenized but tourists continue to seek unique experiences, the 

tourism industry must exploit any and all cultural differences in 

order to continue the myths that surround each destination'0 . Venice 

becomes more Venice, New Orleans becomes more New Orleans, 

Paris becomes more Paris. Historic urban centers arc especially 

vulnerable to this fetishization of heritage because they naturally lay 

claim to a unique historic capital that is physically expressed in the 

built environment. 
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Cocola Gant f 1955 & 1964 
The Palacio Berenguer de Agui ar, which 
now nouses the Picasso Museum in 
Barceona. " Restorat,on .. of tne Barn 
Got <: continued wel past the 1929 World 
Expo, The frst mage ·s from 1955 and the 
bottom mage is in 1964. 
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1cmrism plays a critical role in the maintenance of this built 

environment and its architectural tradition. Foreign interest often 

pro, ides the resources to prcsen.-e and restore spaces that residents 

may not have the means to''. The preservation or historic places for 

future generations is an important and essential venture, but when 

local populations are ignored and an evolving culture is destroyed 

in the name of pre~ening an image or "history", more is lost in 

the present than gained from the past. Preservation of the physical 

environment without regard to the socio cultural em·ironment 

lcaH:s empty shells and facades their rich contents that once 

attracted visitors to these places have been looted" . 

Authentic claims to heritage usually fr>rm the ba.~is or a place's 

image, but as citie:; vie to compete with the historic resources of 

other destinations, they often begin to build upon a fantasy image 

rather than the authentic original. Dream landscapes arc created 

by distilling building typologic~ and styles into thl'ir simplest and 

most rcpt oducihlc forms to unify districts and neighborhoods 

under cultural symbolism that ma~· only be remolcl)' related to the 

past or present culture; 1
. During the early 20th century, countries 

throughout Europe returned to their rooh in order tu ;;;earch l'or 

nationalist unity, but they also i<a\\ opportunity to reconstruct 

and reinforce their conned ion to antiquity a~ a form of "urban 

promotion" tor the growing tourism industr/4. In Barcelona, many 

facades within the Barri G6tic were "restored" to have Gothic st vies 

that had nc,,er existed, and replica<; or parts of the Roman walls were 

bmlt. Even today, most tourists bclie,e these are original~ until told 

otherwise the Pont <lei Bisbe, one of the most photographed places 

in Barcelona, is largely thought to be a Gothie period bridge despite 

being constructed in 1928. This was also when the neighborhood 

was gh·en the name Barri Gbtic, which translates from Catalan to 

"Gothic Quarter", in order to help promote visitors to the 1929 

World Fair'~. Promotions like this relied on authentic claims, but 

manufactured a new image for the city. While these images were 

falsil1cd, they had little impact on rc:,idents as they remained largely 

architectural. Additionally, residents were well aware of the image 

of their neighborhood that was being promoted. 



After World War II, the rise of commercial airlines and new 

communication technology changed everything. Foreign marketing 

was distanced from both the resident and the visitor the resident 

didn't know or have control over the image that was bemg sold, 

and the visitor bought into an image months before actually 

consuming it 16
. T h.is lag effective))' allowed destinations to market 

false images that contradicted the way that resident,; \ iewed their 

own neighborhoods. Some of these images were not rcprest"ntati\'e 

of the destination's local heritage at all, but based on sweeping 

generalizations of nationalist sentiments. The expectations visitors 

arrived with were different than the traditions that residents 

actuall) enjoyed, but rather than altering the image, the tourism 

industry altered the destination. This led to the creation of tourist 

only space$ where residents have little connection or need for these 

sen-ices. As these commod1Hcd spaces became more common, 

they reinforced the marketed image, and by the time the digital 

age brought access to more accurate information, many historic 

urban cente rs had already been replaced by their invented images''. 

Historic urban centers arc still trying to distance themselves from 

false images produced by early marketing campaigns. For example 

flamenco, a tradition from the region of Andalud a in southern ... 
Spain, can easily be found in touri!.t-oricnted restaurants and bars 

in Barcelona. Conversely, trcncadis (a Catalan mosaic style made 

popular by architect Antom Gaudi) souvenirs can be purchased in 

Sevilla, a city in Andaluc1a. Both traditions arc being marketed and 

consumed as part of a national culture rather tl1an a regional one. 

In addition to falsely applied cultural traditions, some cities are 

also plagued hy marketing that leads tourists to believe they can 

participate in illicit beha,·iour, such as drugs, pro:-.titution, and heavy 

drinking. These marketed images disregard residents who must 

share space with Yisitors who view the city as a lawless playground. 

Amsterdam, (in)famous for both its red light district and its lenience 

on recreational marijuana, reported in 2015 that 30°0 of polled 

visitors cited nightlife as their primary reason for visiting the city;s. 

ln Barcelona, a popular destination for international clubbing and 

rowdy stag parties, many residents report closing their windmvs 

Iberia Aitline I Travel Poster from the 
1970s advertising Andalvc·a. a region n 
Southern Spain 

Image by Autho, A collage showing 
the images most American tourists 
associate with Barcelona. Note the c ose 
relationship to the images presented of 
Andalucia above. 
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at night due to acoustic pollution. On hot <;ummer nights, which 

coincide with peak tourist <;cason, many of these residents must 

choose between keeping cool and h;n·ing silence, as many residences 

in the historic urban center do not ha,c air conditioning'''. 

Recent trends in social media have also further reduced cultural 

image to a form of vi:mal consumption, changed the motivations 

behind travel to a largely superllcial one (ha\'ing an authentic 

c:xpcricncc is lc~s important than appearing to ha,·c an authentic 

experience), and allowed for a streamlined distribution of false or 

idealized image.<;'..,_ Destinations no longer need to serve a social or 

cultural function as long as they !->en·e an aesthetic onc61
, and the 

aesthetic code crt·atcd i.<; largely successful at excluding anyone who 

doc'>n 't fit in with the image it ercates"'! . 

False images encourage \'b,itors to use space in ways that can he 

ddrimental to residents, hut c·hanging them will be an arduous task. 

Like the 11r;;t gestures Marco Polo made to Khan, many of these 

image~ h;ne become emblems that cannot ea,il~ he forgotten"'. 

It would lw unrealistic to assume that the image can simply be 

destroyed, or even significantly altered, without dctade-; of change. 

Luckil), the image itself doc.~ not cause conllict it remains an image 

in ,·isitor:-' heads. The conflict is caused b, tlw vi.~itor':1 mi;;u~c of 

:-pace that is based on thi.~ image and the t<,urism industrf ~ creation 

ol hostile space that reinforces the image. 

It is difficult to alter someone's mind, but it is :-;implc to altt·r ph~;,;ical 

space. If space can be used to reinforce a fabe image, then it can be 

u~cd more rcadilv to reinforce an authentic one. 



[DESTRUCTION OF PLACE] 

Depaysement (noun, French) - the sentiment of feeling that 
the place in which one lives 1s no longer one's home" 1 

All of the explored factors contribute to a spatial procc-ss that, 

essentially, destroys place. It erases the vibrant and authentic place in 

which residents live ·while :-imultaneously constructing a spectacle 

for strangers to consume. 

Globalization has forced culture to become synonvmous with 

difference. In order to have a "unique" experience that removes 

tourists from their daily routines, they must con!>ume culture. To 

compete with other destinations, culture is either caricatured or 

manufactured, creating a dream urban landscape that caters to 

imagined expectations of the visitor rather than the cultural needs 

of the resident. The dream sells more than the realitv, and local 
; 

businesses are replaced with new commercial spaces that arc as 

foreign to the resident as they arc to the visitor. Here, culture is 

destroyed by distortion, where any resemblance to authentic culture 

is simply an echo of what once e:...isted. 

The successful creation of these dream spaces leads to an inllux of 

visitors that existing services and resources cannot keep up with. In 

order to accommodate them, ne,v tourist-only services arc created 

according to globalizcd standards, which leads to the homogenization 

of destinations. Here, culture is destroyed by integrating services to 

a global standard. 

In order to continue attracting visitors, destinations must find new 

ways to distinguish themscl vcs, only leading to further manufacturing 

of heritage based on an image already abstracted from its original 

source. 

This process creates displacement pressures that erode the local 

population. As local businesses and social networks arc destroyed, 

more space opens up to cater to tourists, and residents who remain 

'Tll,f:O ta<1 Starbucks in Tokyo 
Amsterdam, Duba , and Mexico City 
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Superstudio I An image of Superstudio's 
proposal for Naples, which involves 
surrounding the city with a large cylinder 
so that the entire environment can be 
artificially produced based on tourists' 
expectations. including the attire and 
physical appearance of residents. 
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are treated as characters in a theme park. Superstudio's satire 

of tourism and preservation, Sall'(l9cs ef Italian Historic Ccntcu, 

which proposes that the residents of Naples fit in with and dress 

to accommodate a manufactured image of the city, is not far from 

reality in many historic urban center.~"•. 

As residents are replaced by foreigners who use historic urban 

centers at diflerent times and in different ways, perception of 

overcrowding increases, and residents walk through streets that are 

flooded with strangers rather than full of friendly faces. Overly

designed facades arc vaguely reminiscent of so mething recognizable, 

hut not intimately so. 

If a spatial process 1s responsible for the conversion of a familiar 

place into a hostile space, then a spatial approach is required to 

rc\'crsc the process. Methods which focu-; on policy changes and 

marketing face-lifts cannot alone rcsohc the c:onll1cts that tourism 

produce!-. Architects, urban planners, and other design profcssionab 

arc as ·t:rucial to interdisciplinary strategics as arc politicians and 

communication:> managers. Until a spatial appro,1ch to tourism 1s 

applied in hhtoric urban centers, loss of place\\ ill continue. 
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LOSS OF PLACE:THE PROCESS 
Image by Author This image represents the destruction of 
authentic and unique culture by the process of globalization and 
the commodification of culture. On one side, authentic culture is 
destroyed by being reduced to a consumable product, and on the 

other side, globalization absorbs all that is authentically unique. 





SPATIAL MEDIATION 
OF URBAN TOURISM 
"What 1s good for citizens ,s good for tourism. Places that 
are good for living are good for v1c;1trn9 

-Barcelona Declaratron 201 J66 

The root of the problem \\ ith tourh.m is that different users with 

cliffcrcnt needs arc occupying the same space. ·1o help mediate these 

dilforing needs, spatial intcn-cntion can be used to better dellnc 

where different needs can be satisfied or to make needs more 

homogcnow, within indiddual spaces. 

Becau:;~ tourism is an industry that '"ill continue for the foreseeable 

future, attempts to dismantle it:-. prescnc.e arc naive. The role of 

design professionals \\ ithin thl· discourse of tourism management is 

to demonstrate how spatial intcnention can respond to and bolster 

policy chang<! in order to transform the concept of the tourist city 

itself. The tourism indu~try has adapted to changes at a global scale, 

so it can :;urcly adapt to change~ at a local scale. 

·1ourists' desires to experience authcnticit y as "temporary 

residents" can be exploited in order to assimiliatc them into the 

local rnlture, thereby increasing carrying capacity and reducing 

perceived crowding. Marketing strategies can he combined with the 

reorientation of public space to the needs of residents in a way that 

encourages visitors to U'-e space in the saml' way. 

In what ways could (and !>hould) this spatial intcr\'Cntion occur in 

histork urban centers? Although specific re:.pomcs depend on the 

unique conditions of each historic urban center, a catalogue of spatial 

strategics can be identilied and explored. These strategics include 

policy, marketing, urban planning, and architectural intervention. 

Their goal is to create a place that allows tourbb, to coexist with, 
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rather than impose upon, the daily lives of residents. O\'crall, these 

strategies can be divided into three general categories that directly 

address the three categories of problems that conlrihutc to conflicts 

witin the tourism industry. The partition strategy explores ways to 

combat tourism gentrification and commercial displacement, the 

connectwn strategy looks for opportunities to mediate m·ercrowding, 

and thl' intersection strategy investigates opportunities for the 

promotion of an image that more dosdy aligns to residents' culture 

and tradition. Like each of the problems, these strategies and 

solutions are linked in a cycle with blurred boundaries between one 

and the other many \'ariables cross bctwcen these categories and 

must be explorccl and implemented together in order to successfully 

create a historic urban center that i,; viable for both users. 

In the same vein, there are se,·eral characteristics that pertain to 

all three of the spatial ~trategics whcnewr they are applied. Firstly, 

inten·entions should he pub/iclj· owned, not by corporations or 

individuals. This way, they are funded by puhlic revenues and cannot 

be prhati;,.cd, commod1ficd, or restricted to certain groups. 

Secondly, interventions should be foca/~r owned. The culture and 

lil'est yles or many historic urban centers do not necessarily coincide 

with national culture. It i~ best that the control is left to the city or 

regional goYernment so that interventions can directly respond to 

local needs. 

'I hirclly, interventions should be ucccssible to residents. This means that 

they are free and eas) lo enter. They should be an<l remain public 

space that is open and inclusive. 

Finally, intervention~ should he integrated into the e.nstm9 urban 

fabric. They should not be imposed as an object on the land::;cape, 

hut should be part ol the city in a way that docs not contradict or 

contrast it. 



The spatial strategies should also first seek to intervene through 

adaptive reuse before filling in empty parcels. The main goal of 

these strategies is to reclaim public space for residents in a way that 

remains open to tourism, not to build something completely new. 

We arc not looking to build a new dream landscape, as the tourism 

industry has done, but to reclaim what is already there. 

These spatial strategies operate m a symbiotic relationship with 

policy strategics, one filling the gaps the other cannot. ExiY.ting 

policy strategies should look for ways to integrate spatial de:,ign in 

order to create an interdisciplinary discourse that transforms the 

city through inclusion rather than exclusion . 
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THE PARTITION 
Image by Author I The partition strategy clearly identifies specific 
zones for the inauthentic to occur so that there is space for the 

authentic to flourish. 
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[THE PARTITION] 

The partition strategy most directly approaches tourism problems 

that arise due to conflicting programmatic needs. Displacement 

pressures caused by commercial gentrification in historic urban 

centers are largely based on shifts in the programs of commercial 

spaces to be oriented towards the needs of tourists rather than the 

needs of residents. By concentrating tourism services to specific 

locations, local businesses can return without competition and 

therefore reorient the streets to serve residents. 

By designating spaces for tourism to occur, there is still 

opportunity for residents to benefit from the economic hencftts 

that tourism brings to their neighborhood. The tourism industry 

remains, but rather than being injected into every corner of C\'ery 

hlock, it is partitioned into a certain space. 

The N akamise shopping strl'ct inAsakw;a, Japan is a prime example 

of how thi-. can be spatial!)' achic,ed. ·1 he street nms on axis to 

the Sl.'n.-.oji '[cmple, a major tourn,m de,;tinat1on. In the middle, 

sourcnir and !>lrect food stalls scn e touri,;t~ making their way to 

the tt•mplc, but flanking eithe r side of these stalls arc businesses 

that cater to residents. Thb way, tourists and residents ~till ha,e 

access to the sen ices they need, but there is no competition for 

resource~. 



The Nakamhse Shopping Street defines spatial zones without 

quarantining them. Rather than putting up barriers and fences (as 

Venice tried and failed to acheive), the stalls and their orientation 

imply spaces for each program to occur without prohibiting users 

from mo\·ing between them. This allows residents to be tourists in 

their own city and visitors to be "temporary residents" when they 

choo'ie to do so, but it's clear which spaces sene which purposes. 

This way, each space can serve a homogenous use, thereby reducing ., ~ .. \. 

perceived crowding and increasing the carrying capacity of the site. 

Like the Nakamise Shopping Street, this form of intervention must 

create a filter rather than a barrier. It must he permeable yet enforce 

its own identity so that users dearly understand which space \\ ill 
fulf1ll their needs. T he manifestation of the partition need not be 

a wall with openings or a series of buildings enclosing a space, but 

could be a simple shift in ground plane or change in fa~adc material 

that creates a clear separation of the two programs. An extsting but 

unused warehouse could become the partitioned .space lor tourism 

sen-ices to o_ccur, zoning could limit tourism activity to a specific 

lloor lcYcl of building, or certain businessci; could only be allO\\ ed 
~ . 

on a specific street. 

This form of spatial intervention must also be combined with policy 

change. Without zoning laws to reinforce the development of these 

partitioned spaces, companies will continue to take ad\·antage 

of prime real estate throughout historic urban centers, and local 

businesses will not be able to return. 

Designating spaces for spectacle and inauthcnticit y allows for hi:,toric 

urban centers to benefit from and provide service~ for tourists, but 

prevents the spectacle from encroaching on everyday life. providing 

a space for the inauthentic allows the authentic to flourish. Vbitors 

can enjoy the extraordinary, but residents don't have to. 

Image By Author I (Left Page) Sect on of 
the Nakamise Shopping street. showt09 
the partitioned tourist and residential 
commercial zones. 
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THE CONNECTION 
Image by Author I The connection directs the circulation of visitors 
to help alleviate crowding and facilitate accessibility in areas around 

attractions, 
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[THE CONNECTION] 
The connection strategy resolves many of the issues that lead to 

overcrowding and trafllc within historic urban centers. It is a 

twofold strategy for both dispersing tourists to other parts of the 

city and managing how and where crowding may occur within the 

historic urban center itself. 

Time is the main commodity of tourism. Vbitors pa) to experience 

a:- much as thev can within their limited tirnt· frame and want to get 
✓ ~ 

from point A to point B as efficiently as possible. They will spend 

the extra monC)' to take private vehicles and taxis to destinations if 

thcv bclic\'C it will be faster or easier. The connection creates a wav 
✓ ,; 

to access thet,,e attractions that will save time and money and that do 

not interfere with residents' daily trafnc pattern:,. 

The Arc du Triomphc in Pads b a prime example of hm\ a spatial 

connection can he u:.cd to alle, iate crowding around attractions. 

Rather than ha,·ing a traffic signal d1c1atc when tourists can uoss 

thl' bu~y Rond-point des Champs Elyscc~, which would create both 

pedestr ian crowding and \'ChiLular backup, an underground tunnel 

connects pedc:.tr ians to the An du Triomphc from the Champ~ 

Elv~ces. Thi::. all cm, for both form!'i of nrculation to mm e frccl\' . . 
without intersecting and reduces the likelihood of crowding around 

the access point to the attraction. 

-- ---•-- --
·-------·-----------------· 



The connection has been used within historic urban centers in the 

past. Royal families often had their own ele vated corridors and 

passageways to connect them lo important and frequented places 

without having to occupy the public street. The Vasari Corridor in 

Florence is a good example of an extensive connection that linked 

two points without intersecting the public domain~7
• 

The Arc du "li·10mphe tunnel is not just used to keep pedestrian and 

vehicular traflic from intersecting, but also to fac.ilitate access from 

the Arc du Triomphe to the rest of the city. The tunnel 1s directly 

connected tu the metro, allowing tourists to t:fllcicntly arrive 

from or head to other parts of the city when visiting the Arc. By 

connecting popular destinations\\'ith public transit and by making 

public transit more efficient in the first place, historic urban centers 

can disperse "isitors to parts of the city that ma) not be rccei\'ing 

many tourists and discourage thc ust' of car~. 

In addition to linking public transit to attractions, the connection 

could be used to link public transit to other tourist services, like 

hotels. Dragging suitcases through narrow, winding streets is not 

only arduous, but can cause pedestrian g ridlock , annoying both 

residents and visitors. Visitors can avoid tlus problem by taking taxis 

directly to the front door of their hotel , but residents still have to 

deal with the tralnc they Lausc. In Barcelona, 60% of visitors that 

arrive through the airport use private cars and taxis to reach the city, 

but only 18% of residents regularly travel via car. In the Barri Gc>tic , 

this number i!- onlv l 2° oM . Having be tter connection from historic 
, " 

urban centers to airports and train stations could greatly reduce the 

number of cars on the streets and improve the walkability of these 

neighborhoods. 

Improving public transit and pcdc~trian circulation is a strategy 

that not only addresses tourism problems in historic .urban centers 

but also benefits the c:ity as a whole . Removing vehicular tramc 

makes pedestrian-friendly :-streets that are bendlcial to residents and 

tourists alike. The connection strateg_y can make urban circulation 

more effective for e\'cryone . 

, ... 
~,1 , r.11 ,; The Vasar Corr dor 
cuts through the city of Florence so that 
the royal family didn t have to descend 
to the street level and interact with the 
public 

Image By Author (Left Page) Sectron of 
the Arc du Triomphe in Pans. showing the 
bypass under the traff c c rcle 
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THE INTERSECTION 
Image by Author j The intersection creates a space for the promotion 
and exchange of an image that aligns with that of the historic urban 

center. 





[THE INTERSECTION} 
The idea of the intersection, like the idea of the image, is abstract 

and intangible. It is the exploration of how space can be used to 

promote exchange between two different groups of people . The 

spatial orientation of this space directly informs the relationship 

between the people within it. There is an intrinsic expectation of 

the role that each party will complete that is linked directly to 

that space and will not occur outside of it. Currently, resident:, 

are expected to perform in their everyday liYcs<'~, but they al,;o 

don't have a space to perform the aspects they wish to share 

with visitors. Thee current relationship allows exchange to occur 

anvwhere without warning, leading to conflkt when residents , - ~ 

cannot or do not perform or provide '" hat the vbitor .,;eeks. The 

intersection hoth provide-. a spacl' for thi~ n:Lhange to occur and 

helps to limit its occurence cl~c\\ hl'rc. 

The intcrsc:ction ~trateg~, therefore, deals most direct!) with 

manufactured image~ and the false <..-;,.pcLtallon~ that the~ ueate. 

Spatial inten cntion can be ui;cd to dellnc space for resident-. 

to have control of not just "hen they perform or display their 

culture, but how the) pcrl<.>rm and display their culture. 

The intersection is also not limited to ex<.hange between .. 
residents and \"isitors, but bet ween in~titutions that represent 

residents. Most hb,toric urban center" have a varict v of cultural 

institutions dedicated to research, culture, and the city, but 



are ofren disconnected from tourism. While this can he because 

marketing overlooks their presence and value in favor of flashier 

attractions, it can also be because they don't have a space that is in 

close enough proximity or that houses the proper research to reach 

out to visitors. 

The intersection, therefore, fulfills a critical role in mass tourism, 

creating an incubator for positive cultural exchange within historic 

urban centers.They g ive residents and institutions an opportunity to 

reach visitors and compete with the images that the tourism industry 

has manufactured and mass-produced, Although a small beginning 

to changing deeply-rooted pn:com:eptiuns, these spaces have the 

capahilit y of transforming how visitors interact with residents and 

understand local traditions in historic urban centers. 

It is important that the intersection strategy be combined with 

changes in how a historic urban center is promoted internationally. 

Residents should not onlv ha,·e aaency over the locallv produced ,; b .. J 

image but also in international marketing in order to reach visitors 

before thev arrive at their destination. Visitors should have a 

realistic understanding of what to expect beforehand so that the 

performance can build upon a solid foundation rather than focusing 

on a faulty one, This allows for productive cultural exchange and a 

more satisfying experience for both visitors and residents. 

Image By Authm I (Left Page) Section 
of El Bom Centre de Cultura i Mem6ria, 
,howing the stage strategy used as a way 
to highl ght ru • ns of the city. Designating 
spaces to disp ay ruins allows the rest of 
the city to cont nue to evolve while also 
promoting h1Story and learning about 
the city's past. Refer to page BO for a case 
study about the building. 
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[COMBINING STRATEGIES] 
Although scpcratcly useful, in order to effectively approach tourism 

in historic urban centers, the partition, connection, and intersection 

strategies should he woven together within the urban emironment. 

This allows for a comprehensive solution that addresses the wide 

array of variables that contribute to tourism related conflicts. 

The combination of these spatial strategies is not new. Gothic 

churches, the destinations of religious pilgrimages in Europe, use 

the partition, connection, and mterscction to create a rid1 and well

organized space that accommodates pilgrims and mass-goers at the 

same time. The partition occurs in the separation bet" een the side 

aisles and tht.~ na\'e. This provides \'i,;itors the ability to obscr\'c the 

relics in the side aisles at the same time that mass occurs within 

the na\·c. Both parties arc able to use the space as needed "ithout 

interrupting the other. The connection i$ the amhulatory, whkh 

links the two side aisle~ and allows for \·isitors to drcumambulatc 

the entire cather-lral without turning around or t rossing through the 

na\'e. Finally, the aps1: and choir form the intcr~cction, where the 

priest performs religious ceremonies anrl shares inlormation with 

the congrei!ation. 'foda,, Gothic cathedrals arc still sites that can 
~ ' -

adquatcly accommodate tourism . F\·en the Notre Oatnl' de Paris, 

"hich receive~ mer 13 million visitors eac.h vear, holds mass during - ~ 

\ isitor hours "ithout conllict7°·7 1 
• 

The secular pilgrimage of modern tourism can similarly combine 

the partition, connection, and intersection to mediate \isitors and 

residents. The strategies need not be linked together within one 

building, but can relate to each other \\•ithin an urban composition. 

Within this composition, strategics can be e'\:plored at a ,·aricty 

of scales. In some places, conditions may require an intervention 

that spans several blocks, and in others, an intervention the size 

of a bench ma) suffice. \.Vhatever the int en ention, howen!r, it is 

absolutely key to the sui:ce-,;~fol mecliatton of tourism in historic 

urban centers that the strategics not be applied independently, but 

as a calibrated machine. 
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CONCLUSION: 
RECOVERY OF 
PLACE 
The varied forms of conflict that mass tourism cause~ cannot be 

solved by a single solution or strategy. Current strategies, like polic) 

and marketing campaigns, help alleviate conflict but arc not enough. 

Applied properly to a historic urban center, a holistic approach that 

includes spatial intcnention can help to not only stop los)- of place, 

but reverse it. The recovery of place is not an a<:tion hut a procc~s, 

fueled by a series of actions, that lead~ to a transformation. 

·1ourists will continue to seek "authentic:" and "unique" expcnenc:es 

that diff cr from their everyday lives, but this desire can be 

exploited to bolster local businesses rather than destroy them. B~• 

giving residents agency of the image the cit~· promote~, tourist:-' 

expectations can begin to .~hift from the manufactured image to the 

authcntic one. Over time, these expectations will begin to align 

with the needs of the residents. 

As tourists come to the historic urban center with realistic: 

c'\.pectations, businesses will emerge that cater to re~1dcnts but also 

benefit e<:onomically from tourism. Furthermore, tourists with 

rcali~tic expectations will use public space in a way parallel to the 

residents', reducing perceived crowding and creating opportunitic:, 

lor positive inlracultural exchange. 

fhb procc~s ,viii self-perpetuate: as wmmercial and public space 

1s re<:oven:d for residents and Yibrant local culture replaces flashy 

,.pcctaclcs, the image is further given a space to dc\'elop and align. 

The recon:ry of image promotes the recovery of space, and the 

reco\'ery of space promotes the recovery of image. The recovery 

of image and the recovery of space contribute to the o\'era)I goal 

in mediating tourism in historic urban centers: a recovery of place. 

This place is not what it was before, nor will it eYcr be, but a better 

one: a place where one can learn, experience, and relax, but most 

importantly where one can live. 
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TOURISTS COME WITH 

REALISTIC EXPECTATIONS 

RECLAMATION OF PLACE:THE PROCESS 
Image by Author I This image represents the recovery of place 
and the reversal of the process of commodification caused by 
today's tourism industry. On one side, image is recovered by giving 
residents agency over representation, and on the other, space is 

reclaimed by the return of local businesses. 



Image by Author Ba, ·elona 2017 





APPLICATIONS: 
CIUTAT VELLA, 
BARCELONA 
All of the ~tratcgies detailed prc\'iously can be applied to any historic 

urban center, but the methods of application can ,·ary greatly based 

on the local culture and urban fabric of the historic urban center. 

·1o fully explore how thb may be approached, Barcelona's historic 

urban center will be used as a case study for methods of applying 

the strategics. 

[BARCELONA: AN OVERVIEW] 
The city of Barcelona prm·ides extensive information on tourism 

within the city and currently has a strategic plan for how the city 

plans to approach tourism through the year 2020' 1
. Understanding 

the logistic, of tourism's impact within a city is the Hn,t step in 

identifying how and where solutions may he applied. Ban.dona'i. 

strategic tourism plan also offers a framework for hon ~patial 

interventions can interact with existing policy and marketing 

strategics.The strategic tourism plan abo highlights the key tourism 

related issues that need to be addressed in the nt)'· 

The city of Barcelona is located on the Mediterra..r1can mast in 

the northeastern region of Spain called Catalunya , giving it a mild 

climate and making it a prime cruise destination. Since hosting the 

1992 World Olympics, the city has seen a tourism boom in 2016, 

the city received 32 million visitors, a number far greater than its 

I. 3 million rcsidentsn. 

Barcelona offers something for everyone: art & design, architecture, 

history, food, wine, beaches, ni!,?,htd ubs ... anv tourist can f'ind thi: , ... , 

city to be their fa..rltasy destination. Thi:; is both a blessing and a 

curse for the Barcelona a divcn;ity of act1\'itics helps spread the 

economic benefits of tourism and to disperse tourists to some 

degree. However, because of' this di\'cnity, it's harder for marketing 

Image by A, th r The • nterior of the 
Sagrada Fam, ia, a famous cathedral that 
is just one of many architectural worki that 
draw visitors to Barcelona. 

Image by Authof A map of Barcelona. 
highlighting the city's historic urban 
center, the Ciutat Vella. 
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Image by Author The neighbo,hood 
divisions of the Ciutat Vella in Barcelona. 

nag<> by A, ,t, 10 , A typical street within 
the Barri G6tic of Barcelona Most of the 
commercial businesses are oriented to 
sell to tourists 
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and policy to target visitors, and despite draws in other parts of the 

city, the historic urban center is still flooded with tourists. 

(THE BARRI GOTIC] 
Barcelona's historic urban center is called the CiutatVclla. It is located 

along the city's coast and is comprised of three neighborhoods: the 

Barri Gotic, El Raval, and El Born. Although all three contain a rich 

offe ring of history, the Barri G6tic secs the most tourisb. According 

to a :mrvey in 2015, 89% of vi~itors go to the Bard G6tic at some 

point in their stay, making it by far the most inundated neighborhood 

in the city74
. It is also rapidly losing its identity. 

The allure of the Barri G6tic is largely ba:;ed on its rich and extensive 

hi,-tory, as well as its proximity to both the crube port and the 

city's famous beach, La Ban:cloneta. It hosts not only the Gothic 

architecture for which it is named, but also has remnants of its past 

a, the Roman citv ol Barcino. Parts of the original Roman walls 
; ~ 

can still he seen, and excavations in parts of the Bard Gotic- have 

revealed ruins Ii-om the era. l'v\any of the d t~ 's mus1..·ums and other 

attr,1ctions arc also found within the Barri Gc,tk . h i~ also bounded 

b)· one of Barcelona's mo ·t famous tourist attractions , Las Ramble~, 

a wide, shad)' boulevard tl1at pla) ~ host to a ,·aricty ol souvenir stalls 

and tourist-oricnt1..·d restaurants. 

The Barri Gotic was largely a working class neighborhood before 

the Ol}mpics, and even in the early 21:st century massi\'e block~ of 

housing were condemned and in states of decav-, . ·tourism has led 
~ ✓ 

to major changes in the neighborhood's makeup. Since 2007, the 

population of the neighborhood has decreased by 45°0, compared 

with onlv 11 ° o in the Ciutat Vella as a whole;"· Mam "da, time snack 
; .; 4 ' 

bars" that residents enjov and $Ocialize within are be ing converted . ~ 

into restaurants and bars that arc too expensive for residents to 

afford, and restaurant terraces arc privatizing cruc.ial public space" . 

Outdoor public space, like plazas and patio.~, have traditionall) been 

important social and chfr spaces in Barcelona, but they are quickl)· 

becoming tourist territory within the Barri G<'>tic. 



BARRI GOTIC & EL BORN 
Image by Authur I The dark buildings highlight the major tourist 
attractions in the neighborhood, paired with information about 
public transit, hotel locations, and the old roman walls of the city. 
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[UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEMS] 
The Bard G6tic suffers from all of the problems typical of a historic 

urban center plagued by tourism. Its narrow, winding streets 

emphasize crowding, the images marketed abroad are far removed 

from local culture, and commercial bu-;inesscs arc being replaced 

with souvenir shops and international chains. 

A major issue that the neighborhood faces is accessibility to 

affordable food. Most of the restaurants within the neighborhood 

are priced higher than in other regions many tourist guidebooks 

even propose eating away from Las Ramble:; because of its price 

gouging. La Boqueria, the marketplace that onc·c served the area, 

has become an attraction as busy as Las Rambles, and has become 

so crowded and incffidcnt to shop at that the city has banned 

guided tours with large groups of people to try to reduce crowding. 

Residents even dte the Carrefour, one of tlw few grocery stores left 

in the neighborhood, of suflcring from long Imes of tourists during 
peak hours;~. 

'fourist scnin•s aren't just replacing commercial businesses in 

tlw Barri Gi1t ic. They're also replacing public span·. !\·lost of thl.: 

tourist-oriented restaurants ha\'e priYate scaling that spills out into 

plazas and sick,\\'alks, not only impeding traffic but dominating the 

atmosphere of places meant for local festivals and spaces of leisure 

with a scn:,l' of corporate control. In the Plara Reial, a largt.' plaza 

origmally dt"signed to provide space for local thcare and art, there 

are over I ,600 pri\'atc chairs and only 9 public. benches. Souvenirs 

arc also often sold from stalls and blankets on sidewalks"'', which get~ 

in the way of pedestrians and increases the amount of com modified 

culture that residents sec on a daily basis. Additionally, dty attempts 

to combat loitering tourists ha\'e led to a decrease in benches and 

steps to sit on, which directly impacts residents who arc elderly or 

ha\'c accessihilit" issuess0
. 

Transit and mobility arc also important issues that arc affected by 

tourism in the Bard Gotic. Metro and hus line,, onl~ run along 

the horders of the neighborhood, limiting acC'css to public transit 



despite the neighborhood's adjacency to Pla<;a Catal_unya, one of 

the city's major transit hubs. The two pedestrian paths that most 

directly connect to Plac;:a Catalunya arc Las Rambles, which due to 

its popularity with tourists, is typically overcrowded and difficult 

to navigate, and the Portal de I' Angel, a street full of international 

retail chains that is similarly busy. Although the distance from 

the upper half of the Barri Gotic to Plac;:a Catalunya may appear 

manageable, the conditions along the street arc often not .This makes 

daily life more difficult for residents-40° o of residents in the Barri 

Gotic use walking for their main form of transit~1
. Although this 

number is higher than in the rest of the city, it is rclatiYely low for a 

neighborhood that was dcsignt:d before cars.The city is working on 

a transit and mobility plan for the Bard G6tic that explores ways to 

make the neighborhood more pedestrian friendly, and some of these 

ideas and techniques can be folded into strategics towards tourism. 

Barcelona's image problem is largely linked to the international 

promotion of Spanish culture rather than Catalan culture. Spain is a 

country with diverse regions that each have their own cultures and 

dialects. Catalunya is one of the regions that is culturally the most 

different from Spain, CYen haYing its own language, Catalan. Many 

of the holidays and custom~ practiced in Catalunya arc unique to 

the r egion, and many of the holidays and customs practiced in Spain 

are not practiced in Catalunya. ActiYities such as bullfighting and 

flamenco are not traditional in Barcelona, yet arc widely marketed. 

Although false images plague all tourist desinations, the imposition 

of Spanish culture into Barcelona's identity is a particulary sensitive 

issue historically, Spanish leaders have attempted to force a 

nationalist Spanish identity upon Catalunya, even as recently a$ 

the 20th century dictatorship of Fransisco Franco, which ended in 

197 5. Under this regime, speaking Catalan was illegal in schools, 

government, and publications, and the same images marketed by 

tourism today, flamenco and bullfighting, were promoted as national 

heritage~?. In Barcelona, the~e images do not simply create conflict 

it hits upon a trauma that endures in the region's collective 

memory. 

Image by Auth , Diagram showing the 
time it takes by car {red) vs by public transit 
{beige) to get to popular attract ons and 
major transportation hubs from the Pla,;a 
de la Seu Note that in most cases, public 
transit takes more than twice as long. 
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OF VISITORS VISIT THE 
BARR[ G6TIC DURING 

THEIR STAY 

OF VISITORS USE 
TAXIS OR CARS 

DURING THEIR STAY 

OF VISITORS USE 
PRIVATE CARS FOR 

AIRPORT 
TRANSPORTATION 

OF PEDESTRIANS IN 
THE BARRf G6TIC ARE 

VISITORS 



rtll 82% 

OF BCN RESIDENTS 
VISIT THE BARR[ 

G6TIC EACH YEAR 

OF RESIDENTS WALK 
AS THEIR PRIMARY 
FORM OF TRANSIT 

.77% 

OF RESIDENTS ENJOY 
CONTACT WITH 

TOURISTS 

DECREASE IN 
POPULATION OF 

BARR[ G6TIC SINCE 
2007 



mage by Author I The typical sectional 
organization of buildings within the Barri 
G6tic- the street level is almost always 
commercial space. Note that the principal 
floor has higher ceilings than upper floors 
and is occasionally occupied by office 
space 

Aiuntement [ a celona I Image of 
the proposed plan to pedestnanize Via 
Laietana and the P a,;a Antoni Maura 
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(APPLYING SPATIAL STRATEGIES TO THE BARRI G6TIC] 
To apply the partition, connection, and intersection strategics, 

there are several important questions that must be asked of the Barri 

G6tic. The answers are critical in dctcrming how and where the 

spatial strategies can be applied. The~c questions should be asked 

of any historic urban center, but the variations in their answers can 

result in uniquely different proposals. 

l lo11 an: differc:llt p109rams ttrrrcnt Ii SC:{'(lr, ltc:d: 

Non-in:-titutional buildings in the Bard Gotic, and Barcelona 

o,·erall, have traditionally been programmatically di\'ided in 

section. The street level i:,; primarily commcrc1al, and uppcr lloor~ 

are residential. Along major thoroughfare:-, the floor abon: street 

lc\'cl, called the principal, is often occupied by office,. It is also fairly 
common for buildings to haVl' parking and storage underg round, 

with some huildings going as deep a-. three or four floors. 

II b,11 l'o/1 , lh<lt't{C-' will ch,mgc -'I'"' i11/ wndirron i11 the.future.' 

Although there aH' a \'aricty of ne\, policies and thangcs in the 

city's urban dc,·clopmcnt plan, the most important new policy that 

the city of Barcelona is implementing 1s its urban mobility plan . 

T hroughout Barcelona, regulations and urban redesign h; being 

applied to make streets more pedestrian friendly. fhis plan sceb 

to reduce the number o f cars in the Barri Gc,til' b, ~0°o and re

pedestrianize many of the streets that\\ ere re trofitted for cars in the 

20th ccnturys~. Many ma1or thoroughfares, including Via Laictana 

and Las Ramhlas, are being rcdc~igncd to be more pedestrian 

friendly. Parts of the Barri Gotic will he completely dosed to 

automobile trafllc, relying on soft for ms of delivery like carts and 

bic. ycles to ~upport commercial businesses. As visitors an: a large 

user base of cars in the city, there is an opportunity for a symbiotic 

spatial intervention that can take advantage of this policy while also 

supporting its implementation_ 

/, thc:rc· r111Jcrnu/u,:d space that eim be ad,11'1,·dfor 1u1 ,e 

rhc previous two questions point to a primary space that exists 

within the current urban fabric of the Bard G6tic that could be 



adapted to serve as a foundation for the partition, connection, and 

intersection. As the mobilizatmn plan begins to reduce the number 

of cars in the Barri G6tic, buildings will have less need for parking. 

This means that many of' the current underground parking, spaces 

in the Barri G6tic will be left without program. Many of the city's 

popular attrac.tions have their own parking garages, often several 

levels deep. The adaptation of this space would not only help to 

mediate tourism-related conOicts, but also follm, the government's 

narrath·e about creating a pedestrian and erwironmcntally-concious 

dty. It kill:~ two birds with one stone. 

In addition to underground parking , there are many other spaces 

beneath the street in the Barri Gbtic that are either not being used 

or that could be used more efncicntlv. Hundreds of bomb shelters 

were built during the Spanish Civil War and remain unused, and 

there is an abandoned metro stop, Banc Station, conneLtcd to the 

L4 metro line that could be used to better connect the site to public 

transit. 

These underutilized spaces c.an be linked together to form a nc,v 

urban network of spatial strategics that not only mediate conflict 

between residents and ,·isitors, but also improves the Barri Gbtic 

overall by proYiding more public space. 

Sma .l'•p~~""'" K, View of the vehicle 
entrance to the parking beneath the Plar;:a 
de la Seu 
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ZONING BY FLOOR 
lrnage by Author I Above diagram shows building use for the 
ground floor of each parcel, and the bottom diagram shows the use 
of the upper floors. Commercial space dominates the street level 
while residential space dominates the upper levels. 

-------



Image by Autho, Barcelona 2017 



RAS Arquitects The renovation of a 
basement in Barcelona into an apartment 
space. Vaulted ceilings are common in 
many of the city's underground spaces 

AJu tement de Ba ce ona 
Barcelona's underground water collection 
spaces 

Ir~ Ad-,:; , Refugi 307. one of the Civil 
War Era bomb $he ters n the Ciutat Vella. 
Th·s one has been turned into a museum 
and 1s open to the publ c;. 

::: p.,,1, J1 o Av·nguda de la Llum, an old 
underground commercial center adjacent 
to Pia ca Catalu nya that is now abandoned 
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[UNDERGROUND BARCELONA] 
Barcelona's underground is not just parking garages and basements 

it's a world of its own.The dty has a long history ofcxcaution dating 

back to it~ Roman origins. Its underground i!> JUSt as much a part 

of its past as the i-trcct level, but very few parts of it arc revealed 

to residents and visitors alike. The Muscu d'Historia de Barcelona, 

commonly called the MUHBA, houses a museum beneath the 

ground near the Barcelona Cathedral that ha,; been excavated to 

show the city '~ Roman ruin!>. In the Born neighborhood, El Born 

Centre de Mcmoria i Cultura similar!\' excarnted remains from the .· 
seige of Barcelona during the Spanish War of Secession. There arc 

several other smaller sites and mu<;eums underground that highlight 

similar spaces and history, as wdl as a variety of historic spaces that 

have heen largely left alone despite their ollcnngs. 

Many of the city's public syst.:ms are also housed underground, 

inducling the metro and the d t~ 's water management system . 

Both of these systems also ha, c a\'ailablc ~pace~ there arc sc\'eral 

abandoned metro stations within the Ciutat Vella, and there arc 

older parts of the city's water management !-} sll!m th.1t arc no 

longer in use . Many of thl'sc ~paces arc monumental in scale and 

offor their own unique architectural St) les and ~y~tcms that make 

them desirable to visitors. Currently, there arc some guided tours 

of these spaces, but they have relathdy little infrastructural support 

and ha,·e been marketed only to niche audiences. 

Another important set of spaces that exist:, bclo\\ the city arc 

Spanish Civil War bomb shelters. These spaces arc an important part 

of" the city's history that could also be used to highlight ideas ahout 

the d i) \ culture and past that arc rarely discussed in tourist books. 

Additionally, the city i:, filled ,dth a vast number of other 

underground spaces - from pri\'ate ba~emcnts lo old commercial 

centers that ha, e their °'' n architecture and ~patial qualities. 

They would become rich parts of an underground system that has 

the potential of being just as rich and ,·ibrant as that above ground. 



m;,ge by Author r The undergroul"ld Roman Ruins at MUH8A in the 8-i',ri GOtic. 
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Image by Author I The existing sectional 
division of the Ciutat Vella. 

Image by Author The sectional 
implementation ol the partition. 

I 11 ,age by Auth<,r I The sectional 
implementation of the connection. 

Image by Author I The sectional 
mplementation of the intersection. 
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[THE PARTITION] 
A new subterranean zone of program ,viii be created within the 

city, identif)-ing underground storage, parking, and basements 

as the only spaces that new tourism -oriented businesses will be 

allowed to open. This allows current souyenir shops to remain and 

for residents to still be able to benefit economically by opening new 

tourism services, but will prevent the further commodillcat10n of 

the street level. 

[THE CONNECTION] 
Underground connections will link these new commercial spates so 

that they do not require access at the street level : t'hey ,viii also link to 

public plazas and tourist attractions. Hotels will haYe underground 

entrances that connect directly to the network, which will facilitate 

visitors' access to tourism services. The network will also connect 

to Pla\·a Catalunya and other primary public transit points so that 

visitors can easily reach the both the airport and Barcelona tram 

stations, reducing the need l<>r taxis to and from long-di~tance 
~ ~ 

transportation huhs. \Va)'finding will also be especially important in 

the success of the network so that visitors fed comfortable using it 

as a way to access services and attractions. 

{THE INTERSECTION] 
An·css points to the underground network will be spcdfically 

designed to prO\·idc crucial programming that can begin to shift 

the paradigm of attraction-based tourism. Tht:se intersection spaces 

will link many cultural institutions that operate outside of the city 

center with programming space within the Ciutat Vella so they can 

reach a larger range of visitors. These programs engage \'isitors 

with learning about local history and culture so that visitors can be 

exposed to an image that aligns more closely with the residents' own 

image of their city. These spaces can also be utilized by residents that 

live within the ncighorhood, offering residents the ability to directly 

interact with tourists and share their own ideas and traditions. 



[IMLPEMENTATIONJ 
Clearly, this intcrvcnhon i~ not one that i:, constructed as a 
single project in a set pe,;od of time, but one that evolves based 
on the parameters it sets and dynamic changes within the urban 

environment. The Plai;a de la Seu is the propm;ed origin of this 

network, and within its vicinity all three of the spatial strategies 

wiU intersect. The underground parking beneath the plaza, which 

is several levels deep, will be converted into space that functions as 

a city information center that informs both visitors and resi<lenB 
about the culture, attractions, and events within the city. Rather 

than focu~.ing on popular honeypot attraction~. thi~ mformation 

center will promote diverse.' activities throughout the city, d1spersmg 
visitors and .Jlso prov1dmg residents w1th the opportunity to discover 

something new within their own city. 

From this origin point, the network will be built as funding and 

resources become available. The commercial spaces will likely be 

developccl privately as the tunnels spreacl, although publicly-funded 

<lcvdopm('nt would he ideal as it would allow for residenb to have 

more mput and agcnLy over the development. With success, tins 
network is not hm1ted to the Barri Gotic or even the C1utat Vella, 

hut could he implemented throughout the city in order to ease 
tcmions out.sid~ of the historic urban center as tourism continue:'! 

to grow. 

These spatial strategies will he injected into the framework of 

exi5ting and future poliC)• in order to recondition the underground 

and penetrate the stn:ctscapc in order to reclaim public space 
from the tourism industry. This strategy will not only recover the 

Barri G6tic from the de!>tructive process of manufactured cultural 

c:on~umption hut create a new cycle of authentic cultural exchange. 

Image by Author I The sectional d1v1s1c n of 
the C,utat Vella once the three strateg,es 
have been applied together. 
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THE DESIGN 
This thesis approaches an issue that is both pan of a multifaceted 
inclustr-y as well as the capitalist ~ystem overall. During the design 

proct'ss, a variety of options for a clirt'ction of approach and 
representation surfaced, each of them valid and with their own 

merits and faults. 

In the end, it was determined that an approach limited to ,ll"chitccture 

would also limit the project's ability to call attention to the grcata 

issues and ignore ~omc of the thesis's core values. As the thesis 
proposes the need liw interdisciplinary solutions, it would also he 

hypocritical to design an architectural project that doesn't converse 
with other disdplincs. Although parts of the design pr0<.:css do 

clevdop architectural details, the design project became more of an 

exploration of the visual reprcsent.ltion of these strategics and their 

application at an urban scale. 

The choice was made to approach representation and spe<:ulation 
of the project as one would assuming the industry itself is not 

restructured or regulated. Unfortunately, this is the most likely 
outcome, but it doesn't discount the strategics themselves. They can 

still be effe<:tivc at reviving histo,;c urban centers to bcrnmc livable 

places, but the project speculates that the underground would 

likely be developed to reflect the industry's current sentiments and 

spectacle. The representation also pays homage to the vintage travel 
posters of the 1960s that many airlines published.The representation 

<:tiriquc~ the capitalistic nature of the tourism industry and its 

eommodil1cation of cultirre, and seeks to demonstrate the need 
fo1· systemic change in addition to the implementation of spatial 

interventions. Architecture has a part to play, but so docs everybody 

else. 

Therefore, while the design project take:, ideas from the thesis, the 

two partc. should he taken as individual explorations that supplement 

each other rather than a single entity. 
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I his is the proposed plan fr.1r an underground pedestrian network that forms part 

of the intervention's connection strategy. While access pomt~ and wayfindmg 

would he oriented towards tourbt~, the network would also provide residents 
with shortcut~ to other parts of their neighhorhoods and case trafhc flow~. I his 

network would be especially helpful in mitig,nmg traffic issues caused by the 

1.ruisc ship cydc by dire1.1mg these short-term visitors to attra<.:t1on~ without 
flooding city streets. 
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[PRESENTATION TEXT FROM THE BOARD] 
In 2017, mass protl'sls rrupkd throughout historic· urban cml rrs· in Furopc du<' to l'scalatmg strrss 

that ma~s lotu·ism has bet>n c-:1uslng on residents and city infrastru<"ture. i':e\1 tee hnology, < h<'ap 

airlin<'s, ancl innmarions in howl l)l>ologi<'s havr conrnlmtt>d to t>'(ponential growd1 in tht> mclustr~, 

leading to the l''(ac-erbation of a destrm·tiv.- trdc that has b<'c ll offurr ing in historic urb,m center, 

sin(·c th<' m icldl<' of 1hr 20th c-t'ntury. Comm<>r<'ial gl'ntrillration, 01·t'rcrowcl111g, and tlu- promotion of 

false <>:xpec-tations about local culture ban· transform eel histot i<' urban Cl.'ntt>rs from (often) working 

dass nrighhorhoods to lltt>mP park~, mal;ing it both e"prnsh-c ancl difficult for n·sidenls to rn111i1111r 

to hl'e in their homes 

"Victims ofl'heir Own Smn•ss• innstigates arc-hitcctur<' and urban pl:ummg's role in resolving rnnllict 

rdatl'cl to ma.<s 1011rism m his torn-urban c·1•n1crs. This rol-<> ha• prr,·io1t,IJ hl'en undnt>xplort>cl a, cil ii', 

world111de att<'mpt to rnh-e llll' problem witl1 polic }', markl.'t ing, and tedmologr, but mass tourism is 

inlwrrntly a spatial rnncnn 1ha1 rrquirc>s arc bi1N·t11ral planning to h1· mrnlvt>cl as part of 1hr solu1ion . 

Thi· rl1t>sis usrs tlw Cmtat Vrlla ol Ban·rlona to ll'st thrcr spaual stratl'girs 1hat can h<" inJ<'< lrd mto 

the urhan <>m ironment in coordu1ation "ith currt-nt intcrdt~ciplmary e1To1·t~ to ease tension between 

rrs1dl'nH ancl I isllors. 

Partilion j ll1f' partition slratrgy cl<>arly idmtillr~ s1wc-ifk zonrs lor thr inauthl'ntic to oC'C'ur m that 

there i, ~pace for the autht>ntk to flourish. Th<> proposal prnmotcs tl11.' sectional zoning of th<>< it~· so 

that ncw tourism-oncntt·cl spac·cs musl hr built brio\\' rht· slrt-1'1 11•\ 't'I. 

Conn<"< tton I Thr rnnnection din·c-t, th1• circ-ulation of visit on to hdp alle, iall' c-rowcling ancl fac-ilitalt' 

accl'ssibilit) in area., around attrar tions Thr proposal constrm1~ both rnnncc-t., <'Xi.sting tmderground 

spaces 10 thc surla<"<' and <Trates a p<>dt•slrian tmmrl m•twork aimed at lacilitating tourists' 111 O\'rmrnts 

throughout tl1<> C 'iu1a1 Vella. 

lntl'rst•l1ion ·11ie intersection in a ~pace for procluc-tive promotion :u1cl exchange of autl1t•nti1 loc-al 

culture.Th<" proposal <Teatcs small and varied ronununity spaces at acccess points to lli<' tmcl<'rgroun<l 

system 1hat conn<>ct tourists with a \.triety of cultural institutions that rnrrentJy <'Xist outside of 

the historic urban c<"ntcr and aho rreatcs a spac-e for residents to illleract with tourists and tli<"ir 

neighbors. 

ll}' utilizing thl'se su·ategics, the damag<' tlie tourism industr) docs on hi~toric urban centers ran not 

just ht> stopped, but rl.'n,rst'd. This will allow tlit' strN•t to be redainted by residents, creating a city 

that is just a., good for lh•ing as it is for ,·isiting. 
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CASE STUDY: I AMSTERDAM 
AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS I 2016-2020 

' I11e city of Amsterdam implemented a plan c:allcd I Amsterdam in 2016 that serves to use a variety of 

policy change, marketing strategic~, and new technologies to help alleviate pressures that tourism has 

placed on the tity, especially in the Red Light District an<l older parts of the city. Amsterdam offers a 

good case study of ~ome creative problem-solving relating to tourism that both provides an enhanced 

experience for visitors and also benefits residents . 

The city struggles with man)' of the same i~sucs that Barcelona has an inundated historic district and an 

image that promotes dubs and partying rather than the rich niltural capital that the dty offers. Much of 

its focus has been on changing the image of the city to promote tourists interested in and understanding 

of local culture, as well as "facilitating the distribution of visitors in time and space". They emphasize 

the need for cross-disciplinary discussion, citing the need for policy changes and regulations, proper 

marketing, public interventions, and public transit. While not specific on the qualification of "public 

intervention", one could infer architecture is part of this description. 

The comprehensive city plan tackles issues with city image, overuowding, public transit, rent increases, 

and visitor education. Extensive research on tourism was done by the city in 2015 before implementing 

these plans in order to target certain problematic areas and understand the reasons for visiting and the 

habits of visitors in the city. Some of their solutiong are as follows: 

Amsterdam City Card:The Amsterdam City Card offers discounts and free admission to many of the 

city's attractions as well as free public transit within the city. It can conveniently he purchased online and 
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at many locations in the city. However, in addition to the bcncltts it gives to tourists, the cards arc also 

used to promote lesser-known sites away from the city center in order to disperse guests, and the free 

public transit helps them travel outside of the overcrowded historic city center. Additionally, tracking 

chips in the cards help the city to collect data on when and where tourists arc visting and how they arc 

dispersed throughout the city.This system not only helps them determine which loc-ations to promote, 

but also allows them to understand how effective their programs are at motivating tourists to move 

around the city. 

iAmsterdam App: Amsterdam also developed an app for smartphones that works very similarly to 

the City Card-- it tracks visitors and promotes lesser-known destinations. The app also gives tourists 

information about current wait times and crowd levels at popular attractions in order to encourage 

guests to avoid the area during peak moments. ·1cmporal dispersion can be ju~t as cflcctivc as spatial 

dispersion in solving overcrowding problems. They are also developing a way to connect the app to 

an Al service that scans foccbook profiles to suggest attractions catered twards individual interests in 

order to enhance tourists' experiences while also increasing the likelihood that guest~ stray from the 

most popular attractions. 

Policy Changes: The city has also implemented several regulations on tlw tourism industry to curh 

increasing rcsdidential and c.ommerdal rent prin•s. Airhnb and apartment share lbt.s arc now only 

allowed to offer rentals for 60 days per unit per calendar year. Hotel taxes arc now a llat rate rather 

than a (JCtTent,11,!e of the hotel '., night Iv rate, as increasing numbers of budget hotel~ have led to more 
... ~ ✓ .... -... 

beds ,rnd guc~ts who visit the city simply becau~c it's cheap to stay rather than for {llltttral interests. 

"fourist -onlv stores have no"" been outlawed in the hbtoric di~lrict of the citv :;o that local businesses 
✓ ✓ 

an·n 't forCl·d out h) rai:,ing rental prices, making these neighborhoods more lhahle for locals. 

A Face Lift: Around 30° o of visitors to Am-;tcrdam vbit for the nightlife and part} scene, which 

ah hough an important par t of the uty economy, causes ~tn:ss m visitor-re~iclenl interaction. Visitors 

111 the city to go dubbing in the Red Light Oi!>trict often aren't conciou:; of noi~e level$ and residents' 

work schedules. Prior to iAmsterdam, the city wasn't ~pending any money on marketing the city at all, 

but now marketing materials that promote rnltural visits over nightlifo visits arc being introduced, and 

this idcaology i'> al,o implemented into the City Card and iAm~terdam app a~ well. 

Regional Excursions: Finally,Amsterdam is also working to shift focus into its periphery, promoting 

"bib to nearby llcaches, natural scenery, and .~mailer villages in the region. l'he beach was renamed 
~ ~ .._,; "" 

"Amsterdam heach" to make it led more accessible for vbitors. Expansions in public transit and the 

introduction of a regional tourist card promote visitors to engage "ith areas out ~icle of the city proper. 

Widening the city also encourages visitors to return, seeing greater opportuntities for longer trips 

-- repeat visitors are desirable as they better integrate with the daily llow of the city and visit less
cnmded attractions. 
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t , ' ,,t~ IT' q ) 1, .r I The BCCM is located on 
the edge of the Born ne ghborhood, one of the three districts in 

the h stone center of the city. The 1,ght beige shows the former 
v1 lage that was destroyed to built the fortress which today is El 
Pare de la Ciutadella. 
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verla)' by Auth, ,,, Image by Ar h1tect JThe floorplan of the 
building shows an underlay of the former plan of the ruins 
and also highlights the fou, multi-use spaces that occupy the 
corners of the old market building. 



CASE STUDY: EL BORN CENTRE 
DE CULTURA I MEM6RIA 
BARCELONA I ENRIC S6RIA BADIA 12012 

El Born Centre de Cultura i Mcm6ria is a space in Barcelona that has a rich history relating spccific:ally to 

Catalan identity and culture.The shell of the lmilding is a marketplace built during the flourishing 1870s , 

in the midst or the Renaixcrn;a period. This time was the precursor to the Modernisme movement, 

making up a period where Catalan culture and design reemerged after over a century of nationalist 

government repression and control. The marketplace, designed by Enric Soria Badia, features a large 

amount of glass and an intricate iron structure. After a large rnpermarket opened in the neghborhood 

in 1971, the marketplace fell into disrepair. In 2002, when renovations were being done to convert the 

Mcrcat <lei Born into a public library, it was discovered that remains from the seige of Barcelona during 

the Spanish \Var or Scce~:-.ion were underneath the structure of the building. These remains include 

partial stone ~tructures from the 1714 seigc, and also induding a variety of pottery and hou~ehold items 

left during the scige. Thb event marked the beginning of the repressive nationalist government while 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

the Renaixen\a marks the end, creating a building that rcflecb the bookends of an important period in 

Catalan History. After the rcmams were found, it was decided that the marketplace would he converted 

into a center of culture and memory, giving it a function to recount these dark periods of Catalan 

History while also celebrating its culture. 

rhc Center i:1 mostly a large open space underneath the market shell, with the floor excavated. Visitors 

can walk aero~~ bridges over the remains for free or pay for a tour among them. Four rooms at the 

corners of the building, at grade with a large plaza out front, serve a variety of functions a rc!:-taurant / 

gift shop, administrative space, and two exhibition spaces, one permanent and one temporary. The 

permanent exhibit displays the found objects during the excavation, and the temporary one displa)'s 

rotating exhibits about Catalan pride and culture. Any of the spaces can be rented out for events. 

This building is a great precedent because it respectfully deals with an authentic history and rnlture 

without dbtortmg it to be something flashy. The building itself is large but quiet, and I think its main 

crit19uc would be the lack of visitor~, foreign or local, into the space. It serves its purpose, but it could 

be doing more to engage with the public. 
~ ~ " 
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CASE STUDY: THE LOUVRE 
PYRAMID 
PARIS I 1.M. PEI I 1993 

The Louvre is the world's most visited museum, receiving over 8 million visitors each year. A product 

of centuries of growth, expansion, destruction, and regime changes, by the 1980s the building \·\'a~ a 

stitched-together museum. Entrances were located at each wing but not dearly marked, and the Cour 

Napoleon was a parking lot. The interior of the museum needed major renovations, but the entry flow 

was crowded, unpleasant, and leaking into the traffic of daily life in the city. I.M Pei was personally 

rnmmi~,-ioncd with solving this problem. He chose to excavate the Cour Napoleon and place the entry 

there, ac(essed by entering a glass p}amid that aligned with the axi~ created by the Champs Elysees and 

th1..• Jardm desTuileries. 

From the l)yramid, guests descend into an underoround huh where main ~crvkcs arc located, induclino .. ;..; ~ t, 

tiLketin_g, restrooms, and a coat check. Information including audio guides and pamphlets are also 

available, and here guests can access p.issagcs to the dilforc11t wings of the building. Circulation is greatly 

enhanced by having a u.:ntral point of acce"'s into the building and also having a "'pa<:e that connects the 
wings. 

Although originally a controvcr::,ial projel t !or the placement of such a contemporal")' addition into thl' 

beloved landmark, the Louvre Pyramid wa~ highly succc.s.slul in imprm ing function and guest experien(e 

at tlw mu,,1..•um, and the architecture has now been widely accepted. In fact, almost as many people 

photograph the Louvre Pyramids as the Eiflcl"fower. 

J'he creative ~trategy and major circulation overhaul t•a~c<l problems with a spaCl' not orig inally intended 

for such massive numbers of people. The underground access point in an interior 

i:ourtyard diverted traffic from the streets and al~o created a dear entrance for visitors. Defining and 

improving traml How can help a ~pace handle moi-e visitors but have less crowding in critical space~, 

and the str.itcgic~ here arc used at a scale that approaches urban. By finding a ·way to use existing but 

•----- ------• 
◄----~--------- ------------• 
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